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ABSTRACT (ARIAL, SIZE 14, ALL CAPS)
(Body Text, Times New Roman, 12 pt, left justified) Prepare an overall view of the journal paper and the issues discussed. This section should be no more than 150 words and should specifically discuss the essence of the journal paper and what the primary coverage of the journal/paper is. Avoid providing too much introduction. As with all other body text throughout your paper, your abstract should be Times New Roman, 12 pt, left justified text.

Keywords: (Body Text, Times New Roman, 12 pt, left justified) As IGI Global’s online database is searched by keywords, it’s important that you assign a list of keywords (anywhere from 5 to 10) to your manuscript to assist database users in finding your article when doing a search on your article’s topic.

INTRODUCTION (SUBHEAD STYLE 1: ARIAL, SIZE 12, BOLD, ALL CAPS)
(Body Text, Times New Roman, 12 pt, left justified) In this section, you will want to describe the general perspective of your paper. Toward the end of the introduction, you should specifically state your paper’s objectives.

SUBHEAD STYLE 1: ARIAL, SIZE 12, BOLD, ALL CAPS) (SECTION TITLE, LEVEL 1)
Body Text 1º Para Style – used for first paragraph of main content under subheads

Body Text Style – used for main content under subheads

Caption Style. Used for block quotes

Caption Style. Used for image captions (for example, Table 1. This is a caption)

Subhead 2 Style: Arial, Size 12, Bold (Section Title, Level 2)
Body Text 1º Para Style – used for first paragraph of main content under subheads

Body Text Style – used for main content under subheads

Subhead 3 Style (Arial, Size 12, Italic)/(Section Title, Level 3)
Body Text 1º Para Style – used for first paragraph of main content under subheads

Body Text Style – used for main content under subheads

Subhead 4 (Arial, Size 11, Right Aligned) (Section Title, Level 4)
Body Text 1º Para Style – used for first paragraph of main content under subheads

Body Text Style – used for main content under subheads
CONCLUSION (SUBHEAD STYLE 1: ARIAL, SIZE 12, BOLD, ALL CAPS)

Here, you should provide a discussion on the overall coverage of the paper and include your concluding remarks.
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It is your responsibility to ensure that all information in your paper that is taken from another source is substantiated with an in-text reference citation. Please also note that your references must strictly follow APA (American Psychological Association) style. NOTE: The publisher may return your chapter to you for correction if you do not properly format your references. Note that this will delay the production process, and ultimately, the release of the book. References should relate only to the material you actually cited within your chapter (this is not a bibliography), and they should be listed in alphabetical order. Please do not include any abbreviations.
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